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Te elastic optical network (EON) fulflls the upcoming generation network requirements such as high-defnition videos, high
bandwidth demand services, and ultra-high-defnition televisions. Te key issues in EON are routing spectrum assignment and
spectrum fragmentation for spectrum allocation. Te spectrum fragmentation issues are resultant in poor consumption of
spectrum resources and an increase in the new connection blocking. A fexible defragmentation algorithm must utilize more
spectrum resources with a high transmission rate. Tis paper presents a new multiconstrained defragmentation algorithm
(MCDFA) for elastic optical networks. Te MCDFA addressed two key issues: spectrum allocation for new connections and then
reconfguring the existing connections in a nondisruptive manner. Te frst-last-exact ft spectrum allocation policy assigns the
spectrum slots during the new connection request. It splits each light path request by disjoint/ nondisjoint and by efciently
handling the small fragmented slots in spectrum resources. Te simulation results are evaluated using standard metrics such as
bandwidth blocking probability, bandwidth fragmentation ratio, and spectrum utilization gain.Te results also demonstrated that
our proposed algorithm generates promised solution to EON’s routing, spectrum assessment, and fragmentation issues.

1. Introduction

Te number of Internet users has increased due to online
classes during the pandemic situation, high-defnition
videos, high-volume cloud data centres, social broadcasting
applications, and mobile users’ demand for high-capacity
data transmission networks. Te current scenarios, such as
the growth of smartphones, cloud data centres, and next-
generation networkmodels (6G), may grow in the upcoming
years which will lead to network trafc increase by 25% and
creates open research issues for the research. Te future
generation network must support efcient and high data
transmission with an afordable budget. Te DWDM (dense
wavelength division multiplexing) technology provides a
good solution for high-demand bandwidth applications; it is
still insufcient due to the fxed spectrum grid nature. Te

elastic optical network (EON) is the future technology of
optical networks that provides capable resolutions for up-
coming trafc demands. Te EON is a sliceable spectrum
grid technology with a 12.5GHz minimum spectrum in-
terval called frequency slots (FSs) or spectrum slots. Te
main objective of EON is that fexible FSs provide high-
capacity network transmission without wasting unnecessary
spectral resources [1].

Te networks must achieve the quality of service in any
situation and adapt to trafc demands. Te OFDM (or-
thogonal frequency division multiplexing) is the recent
modulation format that adopts modern wireless and wired
network connection technologies. Te OFDM supports high
data rate transmission with cost-efectiveness. Te EON is
the OFDM-based fexible spectrum and high-capacity net-
work. Te EON transmits more than 400Gb/s bandwidth
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requests as a single channel over a longer distance. Te EON
also supports various data rates without wasting spectrum
resources because it supports recent fexible transceivers.
Te key issues recognized in the EON and currently many
research articles focused on the routing and spectrum as-
signment (RSA) problem. Te RSA problem involves
selecting the route and assigning spectrum sources for every
incoming demand. However, recent research algorithms are
trying to resolve the spectrum allocation problem with less
blocking probability in the dynamic trafc environment. In
the EON, all the arrivals are treated as the Poisson distri-
bution, and the holding time of each request (demands in
Gbps) is the exponential distribution.

Te EON design enforces the RSA problem with three
essential constraints: (1) light path continuity constraint, i.e.,
every incoming arrival must provide spectrum continuity up
to reaching the destination, (2) the contiguous allocation of
spectrum slots or frequency slots (FSs), that is, spectrum
portion must allocate continuously without any in-between
breaks of the slot, (3) all light paths must be nonoverlapped;
that is, each connection must separate without any inter-
ference between other connections. Figure 1 shows the three
constraints of the RSA problem in EON architecture with
diferent incoming demands.

Te consecutive connection demands arrive for the
establishment in real time, but some GHz or less than the
demand that tearing down may lead to inaccessible FSs that
cause spectrum fragmentation. Spectrum fragmentation
refers to the presence of accessible spectrum FSs in the
spectrum feld that are either not contiguous or not properly
aligned, making it difcult to allocate for an incoming
connection request. Te spectrum fragmentation issue re-
sults in a poor utilization spectrum, increased connection
blocking, and reduced transmission speed. For these rea-
sons, a good defragmentation algorithm is essential to in-
crease the efciency of fexible spectrum resources in the
EON network.

Figure 2 displays two adjacent links with 10 frequency
slots (FSs) divided as the spectrum. In dynamic trafc be-
havior, the link spectrum displays fragmentation, and only 3
and 4 slots are available for concurrent usage of new light
paths. If the new light path request needs two contiguous
slots, only FSs 3 and 4 may be allotted. Only 40% of the
spectrum is used for both two links, and other portions of the
spectrum are wasted due to bandwidth fragmentation.

2. Related Works

Recent literature concepts and methodologies address the
difculty of spectrum fragmentation and defragmentation in
EON. Te classifcation of diferent defragmentation algo-
rithms are briefy discussed in [2, 3]. Spectrum reallocation
schemes are proposed in [4] based on a hitless manner. Te
nondisruption of continuous defragmentation methods is
straddling proactive to reactive strategies for each optical
light path establishment. Some approaches provide the
solution by reconfguring the service of the light path due to
the suppression efect of the fragmentation bandwidth [5–7].
Te authors in [6] do not provide any reallocation or skip the

spectrum slot called the recurring push-pull approach,
which gradually allocates the spectrum slots one by one. Te
hop returning method allows skipping and reallocation of
spectrum slots when establishing the connection if any free
space slots could be occupied without any trafc disruption
[6]. Ba et al. proposed the fragmentation scheme that per-
mits switching to the primary and backup paths. Te light
paths can switch the primary or backup paths; both can be
rearranged through defragmentation. Te success of the
switch path approach in [7] and Sawa et al. [8] enhance the
approach that enables the backup path to be rerouted in the
supposedly 1 + 1 path protected in the EON. Pederzolli et al.
[9] proposed a new fragmentation metric. It is helpful to
measure spectrum fragmentation during the dynamic trafc
demands and provides a good solution in the super channel
or diferent modulation formats. Yang et al. presented a
metric to calculate the diference in holding time of each
light path and found the exact free spectrum slots for the
next state to avoid fragmentation in dynamic trafc de-
mands [10]. In [11], authors proposed a new metric called
the fragmentation factor (FF) to select the suitable spectrum
slots for each incoming demand at high trafc diversion.
Zhao et al. [12] proposed an approach to completely allow
shorter holding time light paths and longer holding time
light paths to share the remaining shared partitioning slots
of the spectrum.

Chatterjee et al. [13] presented a new impairment-
conscious spectrum allocation method for the EON to re-
duce the connection request blockings in the network. No
dispersion adjusting device is used in that proposed spec-
trum allocation approach to suppress the dispersion impact.
Tis approach separates every new request into two cate-
gories longer light path and shorter light path based on the
threshold selection algorithm. Ten, the proposed method
used both frst ft and last ft spectrum allocation policies
based on the required FSs of each request. Next, the aware
state algorithm was used to allocate spectrum resources
among the partitioned slots, which reduces the number of
blockings in the dynamic situation [14]. Te two meta-
heuristic approaches [15] moderate defragmentation com-
plexity and decrease blocking probability in dynamic con-
nection demands, namely, DF-ants and DF-gen algorithms
derived from origin ant colony optimization. Zhang et al.
[16] provided a clear explanation of defragmentation
problems in terms of four subproblems: (1) how to migrate
to heavy trafc, (2) how to reconfgure existing connections,
(3) when reconfguration is required, and (4) choosing
which light path to reconfgure aids in reducing fragmen-
tation and minimizing the number of light paths recon-
fgurable in EON. Te authors in [17] presented a new
proactive and reactive reconfguration algorithm based on
the holding time of each existing connection of the light
path. A service-driven fragmentation-aware (SDFA) re-
source allocation method is proposed in [18]. Te SDFA
algorithm tries to improve resource efciency by avoiding
fragmentation by considering the existing path and adjacent
links. Te SDFA approach concentrates on determining
fragmentation while taking into account both fragmentation
on the utilized path and fragmentation impact on the
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adjacent links. Te fragmentation-aware routing, modula-
tion format, core, and spectrum allocation (RMCSA) ap-
proach minimizes future network fragmentation with two
proactive heuristic algorithms [19]. Te minimum path
contiguity is chosen from among the spectral resources
proposed in the path contiguity reduction (PCR)-link
contiguity reduction (LCR) algorithm and tries to reduce the
complexity of path selection and allocation problems [20].
Elastic optical networks’ (EONs) features provide the user
with a high standard quality experience. For example, quality
must depend on all protocol stack layers while receiving
high-defnition videos on the Internet. Te challenge is to
design a good algorithm for the RSA problem that satisfes
EON constraints and aware fragmentation in slot
assignment.

Numerous defragmentation algorithms are discussed in
related works. Tose works are classifed into two categories:
(1) proactive approaches and (2) reactive approaches. Te
proactive approaches are elusive measures of FSs to sidestep
fragmentation without waiting for a new connection de-
mand [6–8, 13, 14]. Te reactive approaches raise when new
demands may be blocked due to defragmentation
[9–11, 15, 16]. Both proactive and reactive approaches are
categorized as rerouting or without rerouting during the
light path establishment. Both approaches are generally
important to reduce the number of standing light paths
afected by defragmentation and produce the quality of
transmission. In addition, the existing defragmentation

algorithms use a variety of spectrum allocation policies, such
as the frst ft, the last ft, random ft, frst–the last ft, most
used, least used, and frst–the last ft, the last ft, random ft,
and exact ft. Let us assume when the light path request
attains consecutively, establishing the connection one after
another even if that is shared as an identical link. But, if more
than a single request is started at a similar time, then it does
not share an identical link.

In Figure 3, for example, the spectral ch2 released
connection holds seven slots of 12.5 GHz (assume Ch2
carries 400Gbps with 16 QAM mentioned as a green dotted
line) and can be empty. If the four slots can be preoccupied
with any 100Gbps signal, it may result in 3 fragmented slots.
Te fragmentation problem can be resolute by either trying
to reduce the fragmentation or performing a more efective
defragmentation process to resolve it. When establishing a
new connection, the frst option is the number of slots that
need to accommodate less than the number of unutilized
spectrum slots that are possible for spectral expansion. Te
next option is a good defragmentation process that improves
the spectrum consumption by taking efective measures on
recognized dynamic trafc. Tere are two options in the
defragmentation process mentioned in Figure 3(a) reroute
existing light path with or without reassigning the spectrum.
Te established light path can be rerouted to an alternate
path from the existing routing table that satisfes RSA
constraints. Tis approach, also called nonhitless defrag-
mentation, disrupts the connection due to a change in the
route path. Te second approach reassigns the spectrum
slots keeping the same optical route path. Tis approach
performs unceasingly moved spectrum wavelengths and
then following receivers. Tis approach has no disruption in
connection and trafc delay because the optical route path is
not changed. Tis approach is also called hitless defrag-
mentation; it is very efective and provides more spectrum
utilization without any trafc disruption.

Te fexible network architecture is mandatory to ac-
complish hitless defragmentation. In [21], authors provide
new network architecture. In that architecture, they use
universal transceivers instead of fexible transceivers, as
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Figure 1: Tree constraints in the RSA problem.
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Figure 2: Spectrum fragmentation in the EON.
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shown in Figure 4. Te fexible transceivers may satisfy the
client’s request, but it is not enough to perform a defrag-
mentation operation because all the devices involved cannot
be coordinated with all other devices with the centralized
network controller under the dynamic situation. So, the
authors design transceivers that are placed in the universal
transceiver pool, so there are no transceivers at the client’s
end.

Te hitless defragmentation approach can be achieved
using the push-pull or hop-tuning method. In the push-pull
method, the properties of the connections are relocated to
contiguous spectrum slots along the unchanged original
connection route path shown in Figure 4. Te get returning

of the light path flls the spectrum gap proactively when the
existing connection is left from the network and reduces the
fragmentation of the spectrum [22]. Te push-pull is in-
complete if inaccessible and available FSs cannot be touched.
Te hop tuning method is not necessary if the FSs are ad-
jacent to the existing connection, and it can be moved to any
available FSs in the current optical path [23].

Te hop tuning approach has an additional feature; it can
allow multiple connections simultaneously without the need
for an additional transmitter. Te main objective of this
paper is to reduce the fragmentation complexity conse-
quence by updating and controlling the bandwidth dy-
namically for every light path, both single and multipath
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routing techniques. Te next objective is to minimize the
reconfguration rate and increase the network’s transmission
speed with minimum bandwidth blockings.Tis work is also
considered the holding time of every request and physical
layer impairments of the network.

Te nondisruptive methods provide minimal service
disruption by using existing connections which are relocated
from FSs link 0 to link 3 if the in-between spectrum on the
same route is unrestricted (i.e., Link 1 and Link 2). So, the
reconfguration has some limits, reducing the connection
blocking probability and ofering more benefts. Te crucial
question is whether the existing algorithms utilize more
spectrum resources with minimal service disruption.

For example, let us consider that 7 connections are oc-
cupied spectrum slots in Figure 5. Figure 5(a) shows the
faultlessly well-utilized spectrum resources, but they remain
in a shorter duration. Te shorter lifetime connections (Con5
and Con3) are torn down from the network, and fragmen-
tation occurs in the spectrum of resources. Te better way to
reconfgure the connection is by using their lifetime or
holding time in the network, which allows formaintaining the
nonfragmented condition of the network longer than is
possible with factoring holding-time information illustrated
in Figure 5(b). Tis work aims to provide a new defrag-
mentation method with a good reconfguration technique.
Te proposed method is combined with both proactive and
reactive defragmentation schemes. Te proposed reconfgu-
ration schemes try to spectrum provision for incoming new
requests organized with other existing connections. Te
symbols used in the proposed defragmentation algorithm are
predefned in Table 1.

3. Multiconstrained
Defragmentation Algorithm

Tis work combined proactive and reactive approaches to
defragmentation algorithms with additional constraints to
better utilize spectrum resources and avoid trafc disruption.
Both proactive and reactive approaches can be restricted to
their policies. For example, the connection request that arrives
cannot be predicted and difcult to calculate the available
spectrum slots for future requests when the proactive ap-
proach tries to consolidate the spectrum may not be enough
to suit incoming arrivals, so the connection is blocked. In the
reactive approach, some connections confict with a new
connection request when reconfguring the connection re-
quest. Our algorithm can consider these limitations and try to
balance both approaches. Te next consideration of this
approach is the crosstalk issue in the EON. When the
propagation process is afected severely in the optical signal
due to the crosstalk, the identical spectrum slot overlaps with
contiguous spectrum cores, and inter-crosstalk occurs. As a
result, the optical path carries one or more request demands
in the same source, and the destination pair crosses channel
interference between the other connections. Even the or-
thogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is not
entirely orthogonal when sometimes carrying either one or
two guard bands necessary to avoid crosstalk and improve the
quality of service (QoS). Terefore, calculating the holding

time of each connection must be essential to prevent the
fragmentation issue in the network. Tis work utilized a
metric used in [10] to calculate the holding time of each
connection and provide accurate spectrum allocation of each
demand without the fragmentation problem defned in
Equation (1). At the instant when the new connection request
arrives in the network, the remaining holding time Ht(l) for
existing connections in the link is calculated as

Ht(l) � 
F−1

i�0

|ti + 1 − ti




μ
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠∗

CRCb(l) − CRC(l)
CRCb(l)

+ 1 .

(1)
Let us assume the F of frequency slots in a link, where

Ht(l) is the holding time of the link, ti is the holding time of
the ith frequency slots (FSs) in a link, |ti+ 1− ti| is the value of
the holding time diference between two adjacent already
occupied frequency slots in a link, μ is the mean value of the
holding time of incoming demands, CRC is contiguous-slot
remained capacity, and CRCb(l) is a link before assigning
spectrum for the present request. Te metric is helpful to
fnd the minimum holding time diference between FSs in a
link and helps in a possible way to assign the spectrum. Te
calculated exact FSs of each incoming demand are very
efective and avoid physical layer impairments such as ASE
(amplifed spontaneous emission) and XPM (cross-phase
modulation). Te required FSs for establishing the new
connection request are defned in Equation (2) based on the
work in [13].

FSs �
D

Sslot · M
  + Gb, (2)

where D is the demand bit rate in Gbps, Sslot is the spectrum
granularity usually 12.5 GHz used in OFDM-based network
model, M is the respective modulation format based on
distance, and Gb is the number of slots needed as guard
bands for transmission. For instance, if the 1 bit-per-symbol
modulation BPSK is used for every FS or equivalently for
every subcarrier FS, then the base capacity may be measured
in terms of the required bandwidth. By increasing the
modulation level, there is the possibility of multiplying the
capabilities of FSs. Furthermore, QPSK ofers 2, whereas 8-
QAM and 16-QAM provide 3 and 4 base capacities per FS,
respectively. For example, a 30Gbps demand with modu-
lation format QPSK requires 3 FSs ((30/25) + 1) for trans-
mission. Te dynamic guard band-based allocation
improves the spectrum efciency but takes more system
complexity. Te currently available spectrum slots are cal-
culated based on the following equation:

Tl � 
F−1

i�0
Sl,i − Sl,i+1


, (3)

where Sl,i is a binary variable considered as 1 when the FSi is
previously used or engaged in the link l of the path Pi, and it is
denoted as 0. Tl is the integer variable representing the total
number of available free spectrum slots, P is the candidate
optical path, l is a link of the path Pi. If Tl≥ 1, then it is treated
as free slots and their positions over the link (l) are counted.
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After calculating all free slots over the link, we fnd the
spectrum continuity from existing free slots as per Equation
(4). A disguise El is created when Tl≥ 1, based on the cal-
culated free slots, and their places over the link (l) can be
defned as the following equation:

El �
1, FS: Occupied,

0, FS: Free slot.
 (4)

Te same way creates one more mask called Ep for each
candidate’s path. Ep is used to fx the spectrum arrange-
ment for each candidate optical path contingent on El
(including the position of the slot index). So, both El and Ep
are used to identify the spectrum continuity from the
existing available slots and nonoverlapping between
connections.

Te frst-last-exact ft spectrum allocation policy used in
this algorithm [24] can decrease the number of blockings in
the connection demands, and it picks the uppermost
indexed slots from the currently available slot list. Te frst
last exact ft policy splits each light path request by disjoint
and nondisjoint, efciently handling the small fragmented
slots. Te frst last exact ft policy splits each light path
request by disjoint and nondisjoint, efciently handling the
small fragmented slots. It is depicted in Figure 6.

Te frst step of the RSA problem is route selection. Te
route is selected based on the link cost (distance) from k of all
possible routes in the network between the source and the
destination pair. Once the route is selected, we consider the
basic constraints of RSA: spectrum continuity and contig-
uous constraint before the allocation phase. Te following
functions can be applied to choose alternative channels of
the network path.

Ch � max
ch∈p,N

min
l∈p

max FSl(c), Elhigher(c)  , (5)

and

Ch � max
ch∈p,N

min
l∈p

min El Lower(c), ElHigher(c)  , (6)

where ch∈p,N are the vacant channels on the path p over
network N. El Lower(c) and ElHigher(c) are the current unused
FSs in the upper and lower side of the channel path.Te value of
FSl(c) is equal to the total number of FSs in the current channel.
From Equation (5), we thus allow choosing the channel which is
the maximum amount of the unused FSs available in the path,
and it will help retain the spectrumallocation quicker as possible.
Equation (6) is used to maintain the balancing of the free FSs on
both sides of every channel path.
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Figure 5: Example scenario spectrum assignment. (a) Normal spectrum allocation without holding time and (b) SA with holding time-
based.

Table 1: Symbols used in predefnitions.

Symbol Description
B Bandwidth
D Client demand
El and Ep Te spectrum continuity
FSs Frequency slots
Gb Guard band
Ht Holding time
L Te number of links is present between all nodes.
M Modulation format
N Network
P Candidate path
Pr and Nr Current route and next route
R All routes between the source and the destination
Rc Connection to be reconfgured
Rt Routing table
S Space
s and d Source and destination
Sslot Te spectrum granularity in EON
T Time
Blk(FSl) Te size of the present huge block
Ch and FIr Optical channel and the minimum number fragmentation index
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Te next step is calculating the minimum number
fragmentation index (FIr) available on the route equation as
follows:

FIr �
maximumcontinous FSs avilable on the route

Tlr
, (7)

where Tlr represents the total number of FSs available on the
route. For this technique, the route can prefer the maximum
availability of FIr for assigning the connection over other
available routes.Te overall network fragmentation index is
calculated as per the following equation:

FI
Network
spec−Time �

1
|L|


∀l

FIspec−Time(l). (8)

FIspec−Time is denoted as spectrum and time fragmentation
metric used in [17], |L| represents the number of links pre-
sented in the network, and FIspec−Time(l) is the spectrum time-
based fragmentation index in each link. Te defragmentation
algorithms usually work with two principles mentioned
earlier in this chapter: proactive defragmentation and reactive
defragmentation. Te multi-constrained defragmentation
algorithm (MCDFA) is presented in Table2.

Te proactive algorithms are used in every cycle when
the existing connection leaves the network and the new
arrival request is not assigned to the network. It has tried to
consolidate each unoccupied FS and realign the spectrum in
a contiguous manner. Te reactive algorithms are tried to
admit the new connection demand only by reconfguring
existing connection resources without clashing new arrivals.
Te reactive algorithms deal with a new connection request,
whether it can accommodate the network or reject it.

Te MCDFA combines proactive and reactive defrag-
mentation algorithms with additional constraints to avoid the
number of blocks.Te frst two steps of theMCDFA algorithm
initialize the physical network parameters such as the number
of nodes present in the network, the number of links between
each node, the distance between the nodes, and the current
network trafc load. Te new connection request arrives at the

network, then the algorithm reacts and gathers the information
about the source, destination, size of the request (in Gbps), and
holding time of the request in step 3. Ten, the next step of the
algorithm fnds all possible routes between the requested
source and the destination. After discovering all routes between
the source and the destination, the next stage is to construct the
routing table along with fxing themodulation format based on
the route selection, i.e., initially creating the routing table with
each route having a diferent modulation format, and the
number of FSs needed for the connection establishment also
vary for every route. After constructing the routing table in the
next stage, each route is tested for connection establishment
(step 4).

In algorithm step 5, we calculate the number of unoc-
cupied FSs presented in each network channel. After selecting
the route and appropriate modulation technique, the needed
frequency slots for the requested connection are computed.
Te core selection is based on the dynamic core selection
procedure [18]. We choose the core with the highest pre-
determined priority out of the group of cores that have been
categorized and ranked for the same bandwidth as the
connection that is currently in use. If no core is selected, we
choose the core that has the lowest priority according to the
classifcation for each of the other bandwidths. Once enough
contiguous FSs are available in the current route, it satisfes
the RSA constraints. Ten, the demand allocated to con-
nection establishment otherwise fnds possibilities to assign in
the upper link and lower link of the channel with the same
constraints and allocation policy (step 5.), Step 6 reconfgures
periodically to all current routes when some connections may
leave the network. Te third stage of the algorithm fnds the
rerouting possibility from the existing connection of the
current route to the new route without any disruption in the
network. Tis algorithm reconfgured the existing connection
using the hitless method [2]. When the connection request
cannot be assigned due to crossing the fragmentation
threshold in a link, the defragmentation algorithm reacts and
reconfgures the network. Figure 7 illustrates the sample
scenario of reconfguring existing connections in the route. In

Used slots by non-disjoint connections Used slots by disjoint connections

(a)

(b)

Available Free FSs

Link 3

Link 2

Link 1

Link 3

Link 2

Link 1

Figure 6: Te frst-last-exact ft spectrum allocation policy.
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that fgure, a new connection request con6 comes to the
network waiting for spectrum assignment, but the current
situation is that the connection cannot accommodate due to

nonaligned FSs. However, reconfgure Con2 and Con3 so that
FSs are available for connection Con6 and that connections
are relocated to other FSs without overlapping. Generally, the
network transmission got afected or disrupted in rerouting,
but our algorithm rerouting process made only the con-
nection establishment done before the new request arrival. So,
the rerouting process does not afect the current path in the
network. Te frst-last-exact ft allocation policy is to avoid
small adjoining accessible slots, which may be troublesome to
use for upcoming light path demands.

4. Experimental Results

Te proposed algorithm is evaluated through the simula-
tions on three diferent topologies, (1) Te National Science
Foundation Network (NSFNET) 14 nodes, 21 bidirectional
optical links [25], and (3) 11 nodes and 26 links high-ca-
pacity COST239 ultraoptical network [26]. Te main per-
formance metric is the bandwidth blocking probability
(BBP) or blocking probability of connection request that is
used to check the efciency of the defragmentation proce-
dure of the proposed algorithm. Te BBP was calculated as
per the following equation:

BBP �
QR

QB
, (9)

where QR represents the total number of arrival requests,
and QB represents the total number of requests that are
blocked. Te bandwidth fragmentation ratio (BFR) repre-
sents the amount of inaccessible, noncontiguous slots and
nonaligned spectrum portions in the network among the
adjoining, assigned, and connected FSs. Te BFR displays
the existing fragmentation condition of the network at any
particular point in time. Usually, when the BFR increases,
the chance of bandwidth blocking probability also increases.
Te proposed MCDFA algorithm efciently handles and
manages the BFR by reconfguring the light path and
defragmentation of the FSs in the links that do not interrupt
the overall QoS of the spectrum. Equation (10) calculates the
network’s BFR values of specifed links [21].

Υl �

1 −
enormBlk FSl( 

N −  FSl( 
, if  FSl( <N,

0, if  FSl(  � N,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(10)

where enormBlk(FSl) is the size of the present huge block in
l, N is the number of the FSs each link, and  (FSl) specifes
the amount assigned FSs in link l. Te BFR formula for the
complete network indicated as BFRnet is in the equation,

BFRnet �
∀lεLτΥl

|L|
. (11)

In the equation mentioned previously, L specifes the
group of links and |L| denotes the number of links in the
entire network.Te next performance metric is the spectrum
utilization gain (SUG), which shows how many network
resources are utilized efectively without unnecessarily

Table 2: Multi-constrained defragmentation algorithm (MCDFA).

Multi-constrained defragmentation algorithm (MCDFA)
Step 1: initialize the network status
Step 2: initialize the network parameter N(V, L)
V is the number of nodes, and L is the number of links between the
nodes
Step 3: each arrivals R(s,d,D,Gb)
s-Source, d-Destination, D-Demand, and Gb-Gurd bands

Step 4: fnd all possible routes(ki)
Construct routing table Rt with respective modulation format
and number of FSs using Equation (2)

Step 5: for each kido
Find the best RSA constraint (N, D) for nmin

FSs from Equation (5) for
spectrum allocation
if the exact route is found from Equation (7) then
Choose the channel from Equation (6) for
RSA← route + spectrum allocation policy
Allocate Ri to the network

else
Reallocate neighboring connections of N,

Find the best RSA constraint (N, D) for nmin
FSs from

Equation (5) for spectrum allocation
if an exact route from Equation (7) is found then

Choose the channel from Equation (6) for
RSA← route + spectrum allocation policy
Allocate Ri to the network

else
if FSs cannot assign && FINetwork

spec−Time > FItthen
goto step 6:
else

Block the connection request Ri
end if

end if
Step 6: Rc: set of connections that may be a necessity for
reconfguration
Rl: connection leaving
Pr(x): present route, Nr(x): next route
if RcReconfgure Ten
for each link Rc ∈Pr(x) then
Rc←Connection path share with some link Rl (which is
occupied high FSs)

While Rc ≠Ø do
Ri occupied the lowest FSs in Rc

if Ri(Ht(l))shifted upper to lower optical path then
Rc shares FSs with Ri (which is Occupied High FSs)

end if
Rc←Rc\{Ri(Ht(l))}

end while
end for

else
for each link Ri ∈Pr(x) and Rc ∈Pr(x) then
if new available FSs ≥minimum required FSs for (Nr(x))
then

Reassign route Pr(x) to Nr(x)
end if

end for
end if

Step 7: restart network parameters
Step 8: end loop
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refusing the number of connections due to poor FS distri-
bution created by fragmentation [21]. Te defragmentation
technique is very important to achieve more spectrum
utilization because it robustly manages the reconfguration
and disturbance rate without negotiating the overall
throughput of the network. Spectrum utilization (SU) is
subject to space, time factors, and bandwidth mentioned in
Equation (12). Spectrum utilization is defned by how it is
spaced out geographically, how it shares frequencies or uses
orthogonal frequencies, and how it shares the time division.

SU � S∗T∗B. (12)

Te spectrum utilization gain is calculated as per the
equation,

SUG �
G
SU

, (13)

where G is the gain achieved after defragmenting slots. Te
quality metrics are examined under various network trafc
volumes during testing.Te Shannon entropy fragmentation
measure is calculated on either the unused or utilized
spectrum [27]. Entropy measures the level of defragmen-
tation in a link as per the equation,

DFl �
CFsl
m

, (14)

where CFsl are the number of position changes of the FSs in
link l, and m is the total number of FSs per link. Te overall
network defragmentation of the network is measured by the
equation,

DFnet �
DFl

|L|
. (15)

Te efects of defragmentation are determined by the
temporal characteristics of the specifed network load. Te
intercrosstalk (IC-XT) has a massive impact on multicore
fbers’ (MCFs) transmission. Avoid overlapping spectrum
slots with the same serial number across neighbouring cores
of an optical fber link while allocating FS and cores to
various transmission requests.Te threshold is set at −30 dB.
Whenever the crosstalk value exceeds −30 dB, the trans-
mission becomes easier to block. Te performance of
MCDFA is evaluated by Monte Carlo simulation with

modulation format parameters (BPSK, QPSK, 8QAM, 16-
QAM, 32-QAM, and 64-QAM) as per Table 3 [28, 29]. Te
MATLAB 2018a is used for the simulation, and the network
parameters for the simulations are presented in Table 4. Te
connection demands are generated by an arbitrary method
with a Poisson arrival rate λ. Te service time of each arrival
Δst with unit mean time μ was used in order to calculate
network load Erlangs as λ∗ μ [30, 31].

Under two scenarios, the experimental simulations are
performed with the standard metrics of bandwidth blocking
probability, bandwidth fragmentation ratio, spectrum uti-
lization gain, holding time analysis, and the network
reconfguration rate. In the frst scenario, the algorithm is
tested in low trafc load up to 100 Erlang and then high
trafc load up to 900 Erlang with each arrival request treated
as 0.2% as a short holding time and 0.9% long holding time.
As a result, the frequency slot is equally distributed between
2 and 16 slots. In the next scenario, the bandwidth of
connections is tested dynamically, and the requested FSs are
uniformly distributed between 2 and 12 FSs.

Te results are compared with existing well-performed
algorithms Df-Gen [15], PRDF [17], FACP-RMCSA [19],
and Min PCR-LCR [20]. Every time connections are
assigned to the network, it halts some time, then exits from
the network and releases used spectral resources. Tese
simulations estimate the infuence of the connection holding
time on defragmentation. Te blocking probability is con-
sidered for two of the scenarios which are mentioned in this
earlier section. In the frst scenario, between 4 and 8 FSs are
fxed for short holding time connection requests with trafc
load (λ= 1 to 9) Erlang. Te proposed algorithm out-
performed well compared to other spectrum allocation
policy algorithms. It reduces the number of blockings or
rejects the least number of connection requests. Figure 8
shows BP(%) results for short holding time arrivals for both
topologies (NSFNET and COST239).

Initially, all algorithms work well up to 200 Erlang.
When the trafc load increases after 200 Erlang, some al-
gorithms are insufcient to produce connection assignments
for every request. Meanwhile, the Min PCR-LCR and
MCDFA algorithms perform well under a small-time arrival
scenario. Similarly, the long holding arrivals with uniformly
distributed bandwidth are tested as the same trafc load, and

Link 3

Link 2

Link 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Spectrum FSs

Con 1 Con 2
Con 2

Con 3

con 4 Con 5

Con 3

New request Con 6

(a)

Link 3

Link 2

Link 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Spectrum FSs

Con 1 Con 2

Con 3

con 4 Con 5

Con 6

(b)

Figure 7: Te network reconfguration (a) before the reconfguration (b) con 6 accommodated after possibly reconfguring con2 and c3.
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BP (%) results for NSFNETare presented in Figure 9. Both in
short holding time and long holding time connection sit-
uations, the performance of the MCDFA in terms of BP (%)
achieved better results than other algorithms. Because of the
high trafc load situation, the proactive algorithms are
complicated to reconfgure all the network connections due
to resource availability.

In a long holding time arrival situation, when the trafc
load around 100 to 200 Erlang Df-gen and PRDEF per-
formed well, but when trafc loads are increased from 300,

the MCDFA thrived progressively up to 900 Erlang. Te
MCDFA produces good results since it retunes the active
light path to any unoccupied spectrum FSs. So, the reactive
approach retunes the network and rearranges the spectrum
slots for upcoming connection demands.

Te frst-last-exact ft spectrum allocation policy best
accommodates the new connection request because it
combines both the frst-exact ft and the last-exact ft
spectrum allocation policies. Te frst-exact ft policy selects
the small amount of indexed FSs from accessible contiguous

Table 3: Te modulation format parameters are used in simulations.

Modulation format Slot capacity (Gb/s) Distance to reach (Km) Bits/symbol
BPSK 12.5 4000 1
QPSK 25 2000 2
8QAM 37.5 1000 3
16-QAM 50 500 4
32-QAM 62.5 250 5
64-QAM 75 125 6

Table 4: Te network parameters used in simulations.

Total bandwidth 4400GHz
Te number of frequency slots per link 352 FSs
Frequency slot bandwidth 12.5GHz
Central frequency 193.4 THz
Data transmission rates 50, 100, 400Gbps
Input optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) 30 dB
Noise fgure 3 dB
Spectrum assignment policy First-last-exact ft
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slots, precisely the same amount of FSs needed for con-
nection establishment. So, it is refected in the results that the
MCDFA accommodates more connection requests than
recent fragmentation algorithms.

Te bandwidth fragmentation ratio (BFR) of MCDFA
algorithms for NSFNET and Cost 239 is depicted in Fig-
ure 10.When the BP is lesser and fragmentation is also small,
the metric BP is not an absolute measure of fragmentation
because the rejection rate may change due to the holding
time and lack of resources. Nevertheless, theMCDFA proves
that it produces the best BFR results compared to other
recent algorithms in all cases. Te bandwidth fragmentation
ratio (BFR) is measured only by howmuch fragmentation on
each link distinctly, but it does not prevent the continuity
and contiguous FSs in the link. Here, we need to note one
point that sometimes small BFR reproduces those slots that
may not be appropriately aligned and itproduces high BP.
But the proposed algorithm BFR refects very low, and the
slots are appropriately aligned for clear evidence of that BP
rate.

Te BFR results are compared with the holding time
scenario. In that case, smallholding time arrivals of all al-
gorithm’s fragmented ratios are good, but the long holding
time scenario of all other algorithms does not produce
properly aligned slots for upcoming connections. Te
MCDFA proved that the BFR is very low even though the
trafc load has increased.

Figure 11 shows the entropy results of NSFNET and
cost 239 topologies. In general, reactive algorithms do not
achieve sufcient entropy values compared with proactive

algorithms because the proactive algorithms consolidate
the entire FSs and reconfgure the existing connection
before admitting the new connection. In both networks,
responsive algorithms achieve low entropy than Min
PCR-LCR and MCDFA. Tis situation occurs because
other algorithms consider every link’s entropy indecently
but do not expect the misaligned slots between consec-
utive links. Te MCDFA algorithm addressed spectrum
contiguity and wavelength continuity to achieve better
entropy than other algorithms.

Figure 12 shows the overall spectrum utilization gain
results of NSFNET and Cost 239 topology. Te SU value in
percentage in the regular network load with frst-last-exact
ft and after defragmentation is applied. Te trafc load gets
increased, and the essential spectrum slots also increase. Te
MCDFA utilized the spectrum resources more efciently in
both networks in a diferent holding time situation. Te
MCDFA allocates spectrum by giving priority to routes with
the least amount of fragmentation. Also, the routes are al-
located with maximum continuous and sequential spectrum
slots and a spectrum allocation policy that produces a low
level of spectrum fragmentation in any trafc situation.
Tese results achieve better spectrum utilization in all trafc
scenarios.

Te reconfguration of connections improves the spectrum
utilization for both conditions in the defragmentation algorithm,
and it increases with the load values. However, the MCDFA
algorithm is the more helpful method, and the spectrum uti-
lization gain is more than 10% at a higher load value of 900
Erlang, as it takes comparatively more incoming connections.
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Figure 13 shows the average number of reconfgured
connections in each performed defragmentation in NSFNET
and Cost 239. Te reconfguration rate defned as the number
of incoming requests is reconfguring per request. Tis rate is

not identical to the number of successful reconfgures across
the all-request set. Since certain connections might cross over
the spectrum of another connection, the average number of
reconfgurations in the MCDFA algorithm is more signifcant.
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However, a higher number of reconfgurations resulted
in fewer connection blockings. Usually, the network
reconfgures only at the beginning or end of the spectrum
allocation process when enough spectral resources are
available. After that, reconfgurations grow up to a moderate
load (300 Erlang) and drop again at larger loads, as the

spectrum is occupied more intensively at higher loads.
According to the MCDFA algorithm, a link can be recon-
fgured only when a new connection node arrives between
the source and the destination.Tus, the proactive technique
does not interrupt existing communications when reconf-
guring a network.
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Figure 14 depicts overall spectrum utilization proposed
algorithm with diferent cores and existing algorithms that
considered both NSFNET and COST239 topologies. Tis
metric is evaluated with varying numbers of core c� 7, c� 12,
and c� 19.Te cores are important factors to afect the overall
spectrum utilization. Te number of cores in the network
involves overall spectrum utilization. But our algorithm re-
ceives the best results compared with other existing algo-
rithms. Te Cost 239 topology fnds a high 20% overall
spectrum utilization compared with the NSFNET topology.
However, the connection establishment is concerned with
spectrum resource models, bandwidth, goal functions, and
dynamic behavior. Tese operations must be completed
quickly for the system to operate in heavy trafc situations.

Furthermore, when the trafc load gets varied, the
reconfguration rate also increases. Terefore, the reconf-
guration of the network is necessary according to the trafc
variations while setting sideways spectral resources for leased
connection light paths and accepting increased trafc demand
on the optical network. Terefore, the overall reconfguration
rate of the MCDFA is greater than the other algorithms.

5. Conclusion

Tis work proposed a new defragmentation algorithm
MCDFA that combines proactive and reactive methods with
additional constraints such as holding time and spectrum
allocation policy. Tis work proposed a novel nondisruptive
reconfguration scheme that allows much improvement in

the connection establishment. A new MCDFA of provi-
sioning is proposed and demonstrated to signifcantly im-
prove provisioning efciency utilizing proactive and reactive
defragmentation. Specifcally, when the network is provided
a light load, it improves by 99.8% (low holding time).
Furthermore, we fnd that increased spectrum efciency
does not always indicate increased defragmentation. Te
overall performance of the MCDFA algorithms produces
much better results than other algorithms; it evaluates as per
metrics in the literature on the subject against various trafc
conditions and the frst-last-exact ft spectrum allocation
policy. Furthermore, the results are shown thatMCDFA uses
more spectrum resources than recent algorithms reliably
with diferent holding times on dynamic trafc conditions.
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Te data used to support the fndings of this study are
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